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Data Types

New Data Types

A new way to get, view, and use data 
right from within Excel

Shipped on PC, Mac, and Web



My mission and role

The portrayal of a ‘data type’ in visual form

• Excel feature integration
• Disambiguation
• North stars

• Schema design
• Visual design
• Interaction

Teams

Design Manager
Product Designer
Visual Designer

8 PMS 30 ENG

Research
Bing
Marketing
Office SLT
Brand
Satya and Bill

• Product specification work 
with close PM alignment



Excel users worldwide

Of all Excel users, most are 
not experts, and use only 
%10 percent of features

Most aren’t data pros Most get data with cut & paste

A tried-and-true but 
antiquated way of getting 
information



An approach of both push & pull

How can we make it 
easier to get data into 
Excel?

Excel is hard…

How can we use use 
Microsoft technology 
to do it?

Search and AI is here…



What is a new data type?



Mental model of a ‘thing’ in Excel 

An identifier with a set of data in labels and values

Just about anything



Z axis 
in Excel



Z axis 
in Excel



Z axis 
in Excel



Z axis 
in Excel



Build infrastructure, 
design, and data 
connections

Showcase 2 New Data 
Types to public

Next 2-10 Data 
Types

Partnered, paid 
serviced-back 
Data Types

Custom Data 
Types

Queries about… anything (?)

Data Types throughout Office

X-Device scenarios: MOBILE

price of tea in China?
Roadmap



Lay groundwork 
for user-made 
data types

Envision 
customized, 
north-star 
data types

Search Bing 
and get data 
inside Excel

My design challenge – a four-pronged approach



Envision a 
better Excel 
on mobile

Search Bing 
and get data 
inside Excel

Lay groundwork 
for user-made 
data types

Envision 
customized, 
north-star 
data types

My design challenge – a four-pronged approach



Data Types

New Data Types 
Using Bing’s Satori API

User flow





Opens workbook

Pastes company list 

Poses question



Investigates

Opens card

Regards results

Disambiguates & cleans

Converts to Data Type

Poses question

Opens workbook

Pastes company list 

Regards results



Spills

Investigates

Opens card

Regards results

Disambiguates & cleans

Converts to Data Type

Poses question

Opens workbook

Pastes company list 



Runs calc

Spills

Investigates

Opens card

Regards results

Disambiguates & cleans

Converts to Data Type
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Opens workbook

Pastes company list 



Runs calc

Spills

Investigates

Opens card

Regards results

Disambiguates & cleans

Converts to Data Type

Poses question

Opens workbook

Pastes company list 

Visualizes



Get Analyze Report Decide Advise Act

Real Goal:
Save time

Make Money
Affect Change

New Data Types

Data Types provide a faster way for instant 
access to information, which shortens the 
process of making data driven decisions



Process



Generic type datas



Concurrent designing for flexibility

User generated data Bing data



• Container is card

• Launched from the cell

• Not resizable (V1)

• Disambiguation

• Photo, title, value pairs

Requirements: generic data type

• Prep for any number of fields

• Prep for any length of values

• Cannot truncate numbers

• Explore method(s) to extract data 

to grid



Research=(users + goals + sheets*1000)



I conducted UX research on a 
trip to India with a team from the 
US and Bengaluru

We validated and got feedback 
on concepts crucial to near-term 
work on Data Types

By listening to users needs, 
wants, limitations, I was able to 
iterate and draft proposals for 
inspiring future designs 
scenarios on sharing and mobile 
usage

Testing and 
ideating in India 



Best practices – low fidelity first



(Ex. US postal field 
max is 46 characters)Stress testing a fixed size card



A hold anything container



V1 Generic data type card

Visual container

Primary ID

Action bar

Label 
Data

Collapsed description



V1 Generic data type card

Visual container

Primary ID

Action bar

Label 
Data

Collapsed description

Source explorer 
to verify data

Go to sheet/cell
to jump to data 
type in context

Pin card open 
to reference 
while looking at 
other data

Frame optimized
To fit most aspect 
rations well 

Large ID
to see clearly with 
no label

Collapsed description
that keeps its priority while allowing 
expansion only when needed

Deprioritzed label

Valuable metadata
displayed while keeping the data clean in 
order for clean copy/paste – important for 
Excel calculations



V1 Generic data type card

Scroll is hover reveal Description text 
is truncated until 
needed



Shipped: Generic data type MVP

V1 Design Windows and XL Web Mac



Grid interactions



Card formula IXD: 2

Service backed Data Type (Redfin)

Card pinned

Begin formula



Card formula IXD: 2

Card pinned

Begin formula

User clicks directly on data in card, thus 
filling formula



Card pinned

Begin formula

User clicks directly on data in card, thus 
filling formula

Resolves value

Card formula IXD: 2



Card formula IXD: 3

Custom Data Type

Card pinned open from a different sheet 
in workbook

Edits formula directly on card



Card formula IXD: 3

Card pinned open from a different sheet 
in workbook

Begin formula edit directly on card

Fills formula by selecting field in grid



Card formula IXD: 3

Card pinned open from a different sheet 
in workbook

Begin formula edit directly on card

Fills formula by selecting field in grid

Presses enter, resolves value



Strong data types



Generic SpecificShipped: finance data type MVP

Stock card Explorations - Strongly typed data get tailored layouts



North-star scenarios

Strongly typed, scenario specific data 
unlocks potential



Integrated native Excel 
features (conditional 
formatting, data 
validation)

Pin openGo to cell

Currency picker

Visual flags

Charting with drill down

Scannable, data 
prioritized schema

Added formula 
functionality as form 
entry dashboard

Services integrated 
for quick looks and 
deep linking

Photo gallery

Source and links

Photos fill frame

Expandable 
secondary details

The Broker



They can better cap calories, 
model scenarios, predict 
outcomes, hyper-target specific 
nutrients, and pivot plans based 
on results

More, one could imagine being 
able to choose between data 
sources, from USDA database 
API’s to paid and service backed 
sources

A professional nutritionist can 
now more easily get food data 
into a spreadsheet and tailor diet 
plans for clients

The Nutritionist



From here, its easy to conceive of 
many more applications and 
integration in mobile, sharing, 
customization, data clustering, and 
service backed data scenarios 

As visualized, Excel Data Types 
dovetail into mobile viewing and 
sharing experiences

The Nutritionist





Hard to Consume
Its a lot of effort to review a table with 
any amount of rows and columns. Freeze 
panes don’t work well on the phone 
given the limited space. You have to 
navigate up/down/left/right and zoom 
in/out, that’s 6 different navigation 
actions. 

Cards greatly reduce the effort needed 
to browse your data on the phone by 
fitting the data to the phone and limiting 
the navigation to scroll up/down.

Easy to make mistakes
Touch isn’t accurate, but people need to 
be accurate when working with their 
data in Excel.

Perception
“I’ll never be able to see and tap on the 
tiny squares” is a common phrase when 
talking to customers as to why they don’t 
use Excel mobile today.

Hard to consume

Easy to make mistakes

Customers:

“I’ll never be able to see and 
tap on the tiny squares”.

[ From consistent interviews, 
testing, and online feedback ]

Today



Hard to Consume
Its a lot of effort to review a table with 
any amount of rows and columns. Freeze 
panes don’t work well on the phone 
given the limited space. You have to 
navigate up/down/left/right and zoom 
in/out, that’s 6 different navigation 
actions. 

Cards greatly reduce the effort needed 
to browse your data on the phone by 
fitting the data to the phone and limiting 
the navigation to scroll up/down.

Easy to make mistakes
Touch isn’t accurate, but people need to 
be accurate when working with their 
data in Excel.

Perception
“I’ll never be able to see and tap on the 
tiny squares” is a common phrase when 
talking to customers as to why they don’t 
use Excel mobile today.

Mobile first viewing and 
interactions

Scannable, data prioritized 
layout

Data connections

Tomorrow



Mobile: grid



Mobile: deck



Mobile: card



Grid Deck Card

Two views of the 
same data

Mobile: grid



A better view of data on the go



Advanced mobile



Photos directly into card



Scenario: 
Contractor

Utilizing Excel features 
such as conditional 
formatting



Scenario: Realtor

Sending a packaged data type to a customer



Empowered users to access to data within 
Excel, enabling faster, better informed, data-
based decisions

BUSINESS

TECH

HUMAN

Part of the growing intelligent services for 
individual and enterprise customers as part 
of the Office ecosystem

Utilized Microsoft search and API technology and 
leveraged the connection of products to offer 
more than the sum of the parts

Metrics: new data types



Metrics: my efforts

MPV & north-star designs laid the foundation for Excel’s 
biggest innovation in a decade 

Research here and abroad validated concepts and spurred 
innovative user-scenarios and business opportunities

Contributed to Microsoft securing numerous patents

Design efforts lauded by senior leadership at Microsoft



Metrics: press

“Microsoft wants to take Excel beyond numbers and text”
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets get some new data type options  - ZDNet

“Microsoft Excel is getting a whole lot more customization”
Developers will soon be able to create custom data types in Excel. - TechRadar

“Microsoft opens up Excel to custom data types with images, 
arrays, and more”
Excel gets a new JavaScript API for developers. - The Verge
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